
ZEISS-GSL SCHOLARSHIP:  

Terms and Conditions for Applicants 

 
Up to £8000 is available for a PhD Earth Science project involving innovative microscopy.  

 
Eligibility 
 

1) The ZEISS-GSL Scholarship is open to PhD students registered at universities worldwide, 

excluding North America. 

2) Applicants must be Fellows of the Geological Society*   

3) Applicants with existing sponsorship/awards/grants are welcome to apply and will not be 

excluded from the process. 

4) Applicants do not have to have received previous training in the specific microscopic 

technique(s) proposed for the project, but a basic level of understanding will be expected.   

* Applicants who are in the process of becoming Fellows will be accepted. Apply to become a Fellow of the 

Geological Society here https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/Membership/Join-the-Society/Become-a-Fellow. 

Fellowship for PhD students costs £44 per year. 

How to apply 

1) All scholarship applications must be made using the application form on the GSL website. 

2) Applications must be written in English. 

3) All parts of the application form must be completed. The application form is in 2 parts: 

Part 1: 

o Candidate details. 

o A summary of the proposed project. 

o A summary of relevant experience (CV style). 

o A proposed budget showing how the award money will be allocated 

 

Part 2: 

o A statement of support from the project supervisor.  

 

4) Applications should be sent as an email attachment to christina.marron@geolsoc.org.uk by 

noon on Monday 15 February 2021. Applications that arrive after this date will not be 

considered. 

Project report  

1) A report for use by both ZEISS and the Geological Society at the end of the project term is a 

requirement of accepting the Scholarship.  

2) The report must be submitted no later than 12 months from the receipt of the grant. 

3) The report should take the following form: 

 50 word summary 

 full report (we advise no more than 1000 words) written in an accessible style, 

summarising the project, with an emphasis on the microscopy undertaken. 

Appropriate images/graphs/diagrams should be included with figure captions and 
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attached as separate image files for use by ZEISS and the Geological Society (high res 

image files e.g. png, jpg, tif).  

 a financial statement detailing how the Scholarship award was spent. 

Finance: terms for release of funds  

1) The outline budget submitted at initial application will be used as part of the review process.  

2) Regarding the £8000 award, the following procedure will apply:  

 The first £4000 will be transferred when the winner accepts the Scholarship, or when 

the winning project commences (if delayed by Covid-19).  

 Three months after the first amount is transferred, the winner must submit the original 

budget with expenses to date logged against the original plan. So long as there are no 

significant changes the second £4000 will then be transferred.  

 Extensions to the three-month deadline will be considered, in the case of extenuating 

circumstances or significant delays caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. 

3) If is it thought that the Scholarship money has been used fraudulently, the award winner will 

be barred from applying for any other competitions/grants in the future with ZEISS or the 

Geological Society.   

 

Additional information 
 

 The successful applicant will have the option to spend time at ZEISS facilities in the UK to 
carry out parts of their project. Applicants may also be provided with access to facilities in 
the USA or Germany, at the discretion of ZEISS. Travel costs will be borne by the winner out 
of the Scholarship award; there is no further allowance for this above the Scholarship total.  

 The Scholarship winner will keep confidential any information supplied or gained by them 
(e.g. to do with sensitive research) during their time spent at ZEISS sites or through talking to 
ZEISS staff, as confidential. They will also agree not to promote any competitor organisation 
during the scholarship period and the following 12 months after completion of the project. 

 The following list of ZEISS facilities should be used to make decisions about use of 
equipment. 
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EQUIPMENT EUROPE USA ASIA 
LM SEM & Multibeam XRM Cambridge Oberkochen Munich Bay Area New York Boston Beijing Shanghai Tokyo Singapore 

AxioImager   √    √      

AxioObserver       √     √ 

AxioZoom     √  √      

AxioVert            √ 

SmartZoom   √    √  √ √ √ √ 

SmartProof           √  

AxioSCAN Z1    √ √  √  √ √  √ 

Elyra7    √ √  √   √   

LSM800MAT       √      

LSM800AiryScan     √  √   √  √ 

LSM900    √   √   √ √  

LSM980    √   √  √ √ √  

 EVO  √ √   √   √   

 SIGMA  √ √         

 SIGMA Rise (RAMAN)     √   √    

 GeminiSEM 300   √ √  √   √ √  

 GeminiSEM 450   √   √      

 GeminiSEM 500   √   √  √ √  √ 

 Crossbeam 350   √         

 Crossbeam 350 TOF SIMS   √         

 Crossbeam 550   √  √ √   √ √  

 Orion NanoFab       √     

  Context  √     √    

  Versa  √  √ √  √ √ √  

  Ultra    √       


